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 1.1  Easycheck introduction  

masterpiece! Dimension not only offer high-quality industrial products, 

but also gives products life and soul, reflecting the conception of 

Dimension: imagination, action, innovation and lead! Exactly as its 

name  Easycheck, users obtain not only its functions, but also the 

enjoyable process of operation.  

 
Easy, not only embodied in the process of fiber endface inspection, 

but also in the integrated service such as purchasetranstipation  

assembly use maintenance service.   
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1. Durability and value  

Once used, you can never give up the Easycheck. Durability has been 

one of the imtipant factors and this is where and durability and the 

value lie. Every structure and component comes from elaborate 

design and selection. The outstanding performance makes inspection 

become a pleasure. The low price and low failure rate give users real 

benefits. In a word: Easycheck is the trustworthy choice! 

2. The design concept of integration 

Easycheck combines the compact appearance with enhanced 

function. Integrated design resulted in smaller size and more 

convenient operation. It toppled the traditional mode of the 

microscope and monitor is respectively independent existence. Users 

can simply connect the power to start the inspection. You are no 

longer need to worry about the complicated cable between monitor 

and microscope. Easycheck helps you save time and space, and 

improve productivity.  

3. Incomparable image quality 

Top optical amplification system for coaxial illumination makes the fine 

defects in the endface of fiber connector clearly visible. High 

-and-white digital TFT 

displayer truly shows you all the details of the fiber endface, ensuring 

the reliability of inspection result. 
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4. Convenience 

Adhering to the design concept of the tipable optical fiber endface 

inspector Easyget, engineers designed the encircling focus ring for 

Easycheck to smooth focusing.  External adapter make the various 

parts easy to plug & pull. Especially make easy to inspect TOSA

ROSA, especially for TOSA and ROSA.  

 

  

5. Dustproof 

The idea of dustproof has been adopted in the encircling focusing 

system. Even working in dirty environment for a long time would not 

result in inhalation of dust and affect the focus performance.  
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6. Centered image 

stand the test of centered image requirement. The consummate 

optoelectronic structure and adaptor tips always keep the image in the 

center during focusing, eliminating the image jitter problem.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Precise ceramic adaptor tips 

Easycheck is equipped with 1.25mm, 2.5mm ceramic precise tips 

which can meet various inspection requirements. The high-level 

concentricity provides you ideal centered image when replacing 

different tips. The ceramic casing tips have infinite life. What is more 

imtipant is that the image will not deviate from center due to attrition. 
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8. Image storage 

The fiber endface image can be captured at any time and be stored in 

the SD card, making it easier for technological process production, 

standard setting, failure analysis and business negotiations. 
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9. Image input/output 

Easycheck is an integrated optoelectronic system consists of 

amplification and display functions. It not only offers image input and 

In addition, Easycheck has been equipped with input tip for 

deal with various female connector inspections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Safety and humanized design 

 TFT 

monitor to reveal the subtle defects on fiber endface. Compared with 

traditional CRT monitor, the digital TFT monitor has no screen flashing 

especially for pregnant women.  

Action econo

monitor, 45 °backbends display and the integrated operation interface 
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has reduced the operation time and fatigue, and greatly improve the 

work efficiency.   

 

All the edges and corners are harm-free, conforming to ISO2100 

design standard. Users will not be hurt by touching any part of the 

machine.  

11. Complete functions 

Easycheck has 11 product models to meet various application 

requirements: 80x, 200x, 400x fixed zoom ratio; 80x ~ 200x, 200x 

~400x continuous variable zoom ratio; manual focusing, auto focusing; 

X, Y axis adjustable function; images automatic analysis function. 

Users can choose different product models according to actual needs. 

 

1.2   Easycheck application  

Fiber connector endface inspection 

Object surface microscopic amplification 
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1.3 Easycheck technical specification 

Technical specification of marketed products: 

Model EC80 EC200 EC400 EC80K EC200K EC400K 

Amplification 

factor 

80X 200X 400X 80X 200X 400X 

X Y axis 

adjustment 

   O O O 

Image input/output 

format 
Simulated PAL 

CCD areal 

resolution 
1/3" 420cable 

Image output tip RCA 

Image input tip RCA 

Focus mode Manual 

Image analysis  

Power dissipation 3W 

Working 

temperature 
10     +50  

Storage 

temperature 
0     +55  

Easyget input tip  

Display 8" TFT  800*600 PIX 

Power supply DC 12 

Volume 270mm*245mm*155mm 

Weight 1.6kg 
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echnical specification of products in development: 

Model EC820 EC2040 EC-2040K EC-200A EC-400A 

Amplification 

factor 

80X

200X 

200X

400X 

200X

400X 

200X

400X 

200X

400X 

X Y axis 

adjustment 

  O   

Image input/output 

format 
Simulated PAL digital 

CCD areal 

resolution 
1/3" 625 cable 1/3" 1024X768 pixel 

Image output tip RCA USB 

Image input tip RCA USB 

Focus mode Manual Auto 

Image analysis   

Power dissipation 3W 10W 

Working 

temperature 
10     +50  15     +50  

Storage 

temperature 
0     +55  10     +55  

Easyget input tip  

display 8" TFT  800*600 PIX 

Power supply DC 12 

Volume 270mm*245mm*155mm 

Weight 1.6kg 

 Available 

 Unavailable 
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1.4 Configuration and accessories 

Easycheck fiber endface inspector 1pcs; 

2.5mm tip 1pcs, 1.25mm tip 1pcs; 

Note: choose corresponding tips according to different 

requirements. See attached packing list for details; 

2G SD storage card 1pcs; 

Mains DC 12V 1pcs; 

Note: choose corresponding power adapter according to different 

requirements (national standard, euro standard, American 

standard) 

Instruction book 1pcs 
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Easycheck fiber endface inspectors possess functions of 

non-adjustable, adjustable, manual focusing, auto focusing and image 

analysis. Collocating with different tips, Easycheck can fulfill various 

inspections of fiber connectors (including MPO/MTP, MT-RJ multi 

channel connector), optical transceiver and Rosa/Rosa component.  

al l  ser ies  t ips  

Tosa/Rosa 

component 

inspection 

Tosa/Rosa 

component 

inspection 

multi 

channel 

inspection 
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2.1  Easycheck non-adjustable fiber endface inspectors 

Easycheck integrated non-adjustable fiber endface inspectors contain 

a series of functions and specifications and can be collocated with 

single-channel, component or module tip. All the tips are external and 

share the same assembling and comm. issioning method. Take the 

non-adjustable ferrule tip as an example: 

2.1.1  Easycheck non-adjustable fiber endface inspector frontal 

image 

1------ Esoteric focusing system 

2------ The line-styled power indicator 

3------ High-resolution screen 

4------ MENU button 

5------ Page up button  

6------ Page down button  

7------ Image capture button  
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2.1.2  Easycheck non-adjustable fiber endface inspector right 

side image 

8----- Adaptor tip,  used for connector fixation, employ corresponding 

tip for various optical fiber connector inspections 

9----- dust covers; prevent esoteric adjusting system from inhalation of 

dust, make sure the adjusting damping remain unchanged.  

10---- Encircling focus ring, bring you the unprecedented focusing  

experience 
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2.1.3   Easycheck non-adjustable fiber endface inspector left 

side image 

11----- SD card slot 

2.1.4 Easycheck fiber endface inspector back side image 

12---- Power switch 
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13---- 12 V power supply slot, DC 12V external power interface 

14---- Image output tip, can be connected with other display devices 

to present internal video signal 

15---- Image display switch, used for switching between internal and 

external signal source 

16---- Image input tip, dedicated image input tip for Easyget tipable 

endface inspectors 

17---- AV image input tip for external video signal source 
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2.2 Easycheck adjustable fiber endface inspector 
introduction 

Easycheck adjustable fiber endface inspector can be utilized for 

single-channel, component and multi-channel connector inspections. 

Combining the aesthetics and practicability, Easycheck subverted the 

traditional design concept and make the process of inspection not 

only valuable but also enjoyable.  

2.2.1 Easycheck adjustable fiber endface inspectors 

Easycheck adjustable and non-adjustable fiber endface inspectors 

are the same except the adjusting part. The adjusting part of the 

adjustable fiber endface inspector will be introduced hereinafter while 

for other parts please consult the non-adjustable endface inspectors. 
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`2.2.2 Easycheck adjustable fiber endface inspector 

1----- Encircling focus ring, brings you the unprecedented focusing 

experience 

2----- Dusts cover; prevent esoteric adjusting system from inhalation 

of dust, make sure the adjusting damping remain unchanged 

3----- Adaptor cavity, for tip fixation 

4----- Adaptor tip, used for connector fixation, employ corresponding 

tip for various optical fiber connector inspections 

5----- Lock screw, only for multi-channel connector inspections 

6----- Y axis image adjustment screw, adjusting image to move up and 

down within the range of +2 ~ -2mm 
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7----- X axis image adjustment screw, adjusting image to move left 

and right within the range of -2 ~ +2mm 

2.2.3 Features comparison 

Apart from the whole functions of non-adjustable endface inspector, 

adjustable endface inspector also applies to multi channel connector 

inspections, and the radius of the mobile testing field is up to 2mm. No 

matter what products are to be tested, the endface status will be 

revealed through the easy-conducted focusing system, image 

adjustment system and display of incomparable image quality. 

Several optical fiber endfaces from instruments of different zoom 

ratios can be presented in the screen at the same time to fulfill various 

inspection needs.  
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3.1 Easycheck non-adjustable endface inspector 
instruction 

3.1.1 Installation 

Open box and take out the machine, choose and install the 

corresponding adapter tip into Easycheck (the tip should be fastened). 

Assemble the power adapter and power line and make sure the power 

supply is well connected. 

3.1.2 Machine adjustment 

Power on and insert the optical fiber connector into the Easycheck 

adaptor tip. Adjusting the focus ring clockwise, the connector moves 

away from inspector body; adjusting the focus ring anticlockwise, the 

connector moves towards the inspector body. To observe the fiber 

endface, adjusting the focus ring till image gets clear and bright. 

Make sure the image display switch is turned to the right in this mode. 

3.1.3 Tip assembly 

Easycheck provide different adaptor tips to fulfill various connector 

inspection needs. Screw anticlockwise to remove the adaptor tip. 

Select the needed tip, match the threads of tips and screw in 

clockwise tightly. See diagram below:   
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Sometimes adjustment is required to optimize the inspection result 

depending on different situations. The f

CAP will be introduced in the following: 

3.1.4 Brightness and contrast adjustment 

Press MENU to enter the brightness and contrast adjustment 

interface, as shown below: 
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In this adjustment interface: 

MENU: Page Down key, can choose downward from BRIGHTNESS, 

CONTRAST to EXIT, selected one is shown in black;   

CAP: Page Up key, can choose upward from EXIT, CONTRAST TO 

BRIGHTNESS, selected one is shown in black; 

selecting EXIT means save and exit the interface;  

CONTRAST; selecting EXIT means save and exit the interface 

Adjust the BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST according to specific 

requirements. When the BRTIGHTNESS and CONTRAST is set at 

the optimum value, press MENU to select the EXIT column, then 

 

3.1.5 Image capture 

CAP is the image capture key, pressing CAP can capture and save 

the current image to the SD card.  

Note: the screenshot can only be activated with the SD card inserted. 

Power must be switched off before insert and remove the SD card. 

3.1.6 Inspections 

After adjustment, connect the product to be tested onto the adaptor tip, 

adjust the focus ring to get the clear image, and then start inspection. 

If filing is required, press CAP during inspection and the image 
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captured will be kept on file in SD card. Power off the inspector, pull 

out SD card and reinsert into PC, images can be removed to PC 

easily.  

To replace adaptor tip, unscrew anticlockwise to remove the existing 

one and then screw in tightly the needed tip clockwise. The powerful 

Easycheck can perform various connector inspections. 

3.1.7 Picture view 

tored in SD card 

can be viewed in this mode. Press MENU to exit. 

CAP: delete, press for the first time, DEL? Prompts; press again to 

delete the current image; 
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3.2 Easycheck adjustable endface inspector instruction 

Easycheck adjustable endface inspector further strengthened the 

inspection function on the basis of non-adjustable inspectors. The 

only difference lies in the mobility of images within adjustable 

inspectors. Instruction of non-adjustable Easycheck has been 

covered above. The adjustable inspector will be introduced next. 

3.2.1 Adaptor tip assembly 

For ferrule or component, select the appropriate adaptor tip and screw 

in clockwise till encounter resistance, assembly done. Easycheck 

utilized external tip which is more convenient for replacing. Screw 

anticlockwise to remove the existing adaptor tip.   

For multi channel connector, put the multi channel adaptor tip into the 

adaptor cavity and fasten it with two screws specified for the 
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integrated adjustable endface inspector. Make sure the tip is flat and 

tight, assembly done.  

Assembly schematic    Assembled renderings 

3.2.2 Machine commissioning 

The machine commissioning is the same for Easycheck adjustable 

and non-adjustable inspectors, thus details will be omitted here.  

3.2.3 Inspection 

Connect the product to be tested onto the adaptor tip and adjust the 

focus ring to get the clear image. Spin the X axis screw clockwise, 
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connector moves towards the left; spin the X axis screw anticlockwise, 

connector moves towards the right; spin the Y axis screw clockwise, 

connector moves upwards; spin the Y axis screw anticlockwise, 

connector moves downwards; users can view the entire surface 

condition with the help of XY axis screw.  

3.3   External monitor instructions 

In this mode, images can be viewed simultaneously from the desktop 

 

 AV OUT image output 

tip with AV video cable.  

Turn on the Easycheck and the external monitor. Connect the simplex 

or multi channel optical fiber connector with the Easycheck and adjust 

the focus ring to get the clear image. Then the endface status can be 

viewed from both displays.  

Make sure the image display switch is turned to the right in this mode. 
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3.4  External optical fiber endface inspector instruction 

Easycheck can be utilized to present the images from external fiber 

endface inspectors. 

Easych  

The USB type is customized for Easyget tipable endface inspectors.  

display switch is turned to the left. 

Power on the Easycheck and connect the fiber connector or optical 

clear image so as to observe the endface condition. See the diagram 

below.  

RCA version has general image input tip for all types of endface 

inspectors. Connect inspector with Easycheck and make sure the 

image display switch is turned to the left. 

Power on the Easycheck and connect the fiber connector or optical 
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module with the general inspector. Adjust the focus ring to get the 

clear image so as to observe the endface condition. 
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4.1  Notice 

1. Instruments must be moved gently

2. No extrusion;

3. Power must be switched off when taking out SD card;

4. Use the Dimension Technology customized 12V DC power

adapter. Other power adapters are not allowed; 

5. Do NOT disassemble instrument so as to avoid unnecessary

loss; 

6. Keep instrument away from sharps so as to avoid scratches

on the screen. 

4.2   Maintenance 

1. Keep Easycheck clean, away from grease and dust

2. It would be better kept in the instrument container if the

inspector will not be used for a long time. 


